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Abstract This paper deals with the representation by the quadratic form in 
three variables with odd prime invariants. In this paper a primitive quadratic 
form over the field of integers with odd invariants is considered and another 
form mutually primitive to it especially for the case m →∞  and the field ∆f,m 
does not change its form. Then it is proved that the number of representations 
by form is greater than the number of classes of integral primitive binary 
quadratic forms.  
Keywords: Quadratic Form, Binary Form, Representations, Primes, Odd 
Invariants.
1. INTRODUCTION
Quadratic forms are homogeneous quadratic polynomials in n variables. 
In the cases of one, two, and three variables they are called unary, binary, 
and ternary. The theory of quadratic forms and methods used in the study of 
quadratic forms depend to the large extent on the nature of the coefficients, 
which may be real or complex numbers, rational numbers, or integers. It is 
quite a problem to portray the integer solutions to a quadratic form in several 
variables. The other problem is to find out which integers are represented by a 
particular quadratic form Chetna and singh [3]. 
Chan et al. [2] in their paper explained that if h is an integer and A, B,
C are Hermitian where A is primitive (mod h). If AB mod h≡ ( )0 �  and 
AC h≡ ( )0 mod ,  then BC mod h≡ ( )0 � . They also explained that if h = h1h2 
is an integer where h x1 1≤  and the integer h2 prime to det f and let t be divisor 
of  A and t gcd h x1 2 2= ( ) ≤t, . Then the number of divisors of Hermitian A with 
norm h is bounded above by a constant depending only on x1 and x2. Oliver [10] 
in his paper has focused on the problem of determining when a quadratic form 
represents every positive integer. He explained that for the quadratic forms in 
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three variables there are always limitations to represent all integers over any 
field, but then question arise which local integer is represented by this quadratic 
form. Chetna et al. [4] explained the connection between representations of 
numbers by the quadratic form and solubility of the quadratic form. Further 
Chetna and Singh [6] gave the representations over the field of p-adic numbers. 
Further Chetna [7] explained that number of representations by any quadratic 
form depends mostly on the solution given by that particular form and proved 
the result that can be used in coding theory to code and decode information 
and signals for security management.Representation theory plays very important 
role in the field of mathematics. In the paper (Chetna and Singh [5]), the general 
hypothesis given by Riemann is considered and found the number of integers 
represented by forms in three variables with small determinants. This paper 
deals with the representation by the quadratic form in three variables with odd 
prime invariants. The following lemmas are used to obtain the desired result.
1.1 Lemma 1[9]: Let f be a positive quadratic form in three variables over the 
field of integers with the determinant δ and let equations are
 l L V K nii i i+ = = …1, .,  (1)
where l is an integer, L Ln1, ,  are the integral forms with norms m, 
K Kn1, ,  are the proper integral of norm k prime to 2 1δ, , ,V Vn  




2 ,  
(b) x m k x m2 3
σ σ−∈ +∈≤ ≤ ,  (c) gcd ,m k x m( ) < ∈4  where 0
1
2
< ≤σ  are the 
real numbers and for x ii > =0 1 2 3 4, , , ,  there exist constant ∈> 0 , where ∈ 
is an arbitrary real number. Then, the number w among distinct integrals 
K Kn1, ,  is given by w x m> ∈
− ∈σ 3 �  where x∈ > 0  constant depending 
only on ∈, , , , , .u x x x x1 2 3 4  
1.2 Lemma 2[9]: Let f is the positive integral quadratic form in three variables 
of determinant δ and let the equations be l L V K i ni i i+ = = ………( ), , ,1  
where l is an integer, L Ln1, ,  are the different primitive integrals forms 
with norms m, K Kn1, ,  are the integral forms with norms k prime to 2δ, 
V Vn1, ,   are the integral forms with norm v prime to k. Let m m m= 1 2 , 
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σ− ( ) ( )≤ ≤log log  (3)
 
gcd , logm k x e
logm
logm( ) < ( )21
21σ  (4)
where μ be a real number, 0 3
8
017 18 19 20 21 22 17 18 19 20 21 22< ≤ >µ σ σ σ σ σ σ, , , ,x x x x x x  
are constants that depend only on δ. Suppose that for different K Kn1, ,  
there exist distinct w, then w xm e
logm
logm>
− ( )µ σ log  where σ, x > 0  are the constants 
that depend only on δ.
2. REPRESENTATIONS OF INTEGERS BY INTEGRAL FORM 
f x x x1 2 3, ,( )  WHEN m →∞  AND ∆ f m,  RETAINS ITS FORM
Now by using the above lemmas the following theorem gives on the 
representation by positive quadratic form in three variables with odd prime 
invariants when m→∞.
2.1 Theorem: Let f f x x x= ( )1 2 3, ,  be a positive integral primitive quadratic 
form in three variables with odd invariant [d,k], F F x x x= ( )1 2 3, ,  is mutual 
primitive form with the invariant [d,k]. We consider the form H F . Let r1 and 
r2 are the positive integers and r r r= >1 2 1  is prime to 2dk and consider A1 
and A2 be the form with conditions N A mod r N A mod r1 1 1 10 0( ) = ( ) ( ) = ( ),  
where the form A2A1 are primitive over (mod r). Let the numbers m, l, h of 
the form L0 in the field ∆ f m,  on the surface of the form in three variables 
f x x x1 2 3, ,( )  with γ > 0  satisfy the conditions of the theorem. We denote 
r r A r A lh L f m, , , , , , ,0 1 1 2 2∆( )  the number of integer for primitive form L with 
norms km along with the conditions 
 L L mod h l L A mod r A l L modr≡ ( ) +( ) ≡ ( ) +( ) ≡ ( )0 1 1 1 20 0, ,  (5)
Then, if m→∞  and ∆ f m,  retains its form, then
 r r A r A l xg kmh L f m, , , , , , ,0 1 1 2 2∆( ) > −( )  (6)
where x > 0  is the constant depending only on k, d, r, h, y over the field 
∆ f m, .
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2.1.1 Proof:  Let us suppose that s rt= .  By (Chetna and Singh [5]), we can 
say that t = t (d, k) is the number of primitive form L with norms kms2 is less 
than x g kms1
2−( ),  where x1 0>  the constant  depends only on d and k. Among 
these forms there are ′ > −( )g x g kms2 2 � � �  equivalent to each other, where the 
constant x2 0>  depends only on d and k. Let us consider
 L L g x g kmsg1 2
2, , ,'……… > −( )′  (7)
We show that for sufficiently large m, where m m> ′  a set of (d, k) in (7) 
can be chosen such that g x g kms> −( )3 2   for primitive forms L Ln1, ,  
with norms kms2  and  have the equations sl L V M i n g x g kmsi i i′ + = = ……… > −( )( ), , , , ,1 3 2 
sl L V M i n g x g kmsi i i′ + = = ……… > −( )( ), , , , ,1 3 2 where M Mg1, ,  are the integral forms with norms 
r V Vw g, , ,1   are the integral forms with norms v prime to r and for integer 
w following inequality occurs x m r mw4
µ µ≤ < , where μ is the real number such 
that 0 2
25
< ≤ ≤x µ  and the constants x x3 40 0> >, ,  and x5 0>  depend only on 
d, k. Here, we assume that the number m is so large such that m m d k≥ ( )′( )1 ,












 is a positive integer depending only on d,k. Then, by (Burton (1)) 
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m r ma e a≤ <  (8)
and consider integers, z r z r z r rae a e y




2 1 2 3= = ……… = =+( ) +( ), , , .   Since 
the number m is so large such that m m d k r≥ ( )′( )2 , , , therefore by (Kane 
[8]),we have ea > t. For each z
i
 we consider an integer l
i
 satisfying the 
following conditions:










 = = ………( )
2 2
1 1  (9)
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and by the lemma we can find z z r m u m
z








8 0 1, , , , .., . 
z z r m u m
z








8 0 1, , , , .., .Now, consider the primitive classes of positive binary quadratic forms 
with the determinant kms2, where Φ Θj j g aλ λ= ……… = ………( )′1 0 1, , ; , , , .  









 with the condition




where Φ Φi j




). By (9) in this class, there is a 
binary quadratic form v sl r, ', 2( )  where v relatively prime to r and l '   satisfies 
the equation (3) and w e= −( )λ δ0 0 . Let c be a four-dimensional x kf02 +( )  







is the form in the field ΩW   depending only on the form in the region ∆'' f m,  
and it depends on W and finally on the form in the field ∆ f m, . Consider A 
with condition that AL L A N A r mod ha≡ ( ) ≡ ( )0 , .  We choose a primitive 
form S  with norms rz where z is a constant depending only on d, k, h, y in 
the field ∆ f m,  such that S RS R RS R RSxu u= ……… ………1 11  for any i and j
1 1≤ ≤ ≤ ≤( )i n j u, . If L is a primitive form with norm km in the field Ψi with 
L(j)(mod h), then
 
S R RS L S R RS
S R RS L L S R
ij ij f m
ij ij
………( ) ………( ) ∈












Firstly, consider the form S11 with norm r
a1 1−  where a1 is bounded above 
by a constant depending only d, k, h, y in the field ∆ f m,  for which the 
product RS11 is primitive and if a primitive form L with norm km in Ψ1
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with L mod h1( ) ( ) , then S LS










∆ , .  Now, we choose the 
number a a d k h f m1 1= ( ), , , ,∆  so large such that there exist a primitive form 
T1 with norms r
a1  with the following properties: (a) R divides T1, (b) T1 
belongs to Λ
L
a c T11 1( )
−( ) ( ),  belongs to ΛW1 .  Let us suppose that T1 = RS11, where 
S11 is a primitive form, then
 
S RS L S RS
S RS L L S RS mod h
f m12 11 12 11
1
12 11 0 12 11
( ) ( ) ∈









Since we know that if there is an uncritical integer r over the algebra H F and 
R, M are primitive (mod r) where N(R) = r and r divides N(M). Then there is 
a hermitian X0 such thatM X mod R0 0( ) ≡ ( )�  and X R0 '  is primitive (mod r). 
If a hermitian X satisfies the congruenceM X mod R( ) ≡ ( )0 �  then there is an 
integer X such that X uX mod R≡ ( )0 . Therefore we have for some positive 
integer z '  depending only on d, k and r there exist integral primitive form R1 
and R2 with the conditions by Burton[1]
 R A mod r A R mod r N R r N R rz z1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 20 0≡ ( ) ≡ ( ) ( ) = ( ) =, , ,' '  (14)
We show that the form R R R= 1 2   with norms r r r
z z z
1 1
′ ′ ′=  is primitive. Indeed, 
if for some prime we have R R mod p1 2 0≡ ( )  then there are three possibilities:
a) If gcd (p, r2) = 1 and then R mod p1 0≡ ( ),  but it contradicts to the 
existence of R1.
b) If gcd (p, r1) = 1 and then R mod p2 0≡ ( ) , which also leads to the 
contradiction.
c) If p r r\ gcd ,1 2( ) such that R R mod p1 2 0≡ ( ) , R A mod r1 1 10≡ ( ),
A R mod r2 2 20≡ ( )
 then we get
 R A mod r A R mod r A A mod p' , ' ,2 1 1 1 2 2 2 10 0 0≡ ( ) ≡ ( ) ≡ ( )  
which also leads to the contradiction. 
Thus R R R= 1 2  is a primitive form with conditions (12). Now, we choose an 
integer ′ = ( )l l mod r� �  such that
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 l km mod rk'2 0+ ≡ ( )  (15)




2  be the result in the 
field ∆ f m,  by using form R2 with ∆' f m,  which is congruent to ∆ f m, .  Since 
C L mod sτ( ) ≡ ( )' 0 , then (Shimura [7])
 ′ ′ ′′≡ ( ) =L mod s L sL0 ,  (16)
where L ''  is the form with norm km. Thus, the set of primitive form L with 
norm kms2 through (13) and (14) mapped into a set of primitive form L ''  with 
norm km. Each form corresponds to L ''  be less than equal to x13. So we get 
value greater than x15g(-km) and the equation
 L L mod hi
'' ≡ ( )( )ξ0  (17)
is equal to g x g km3 16> −( ) , where the constant x16 > 0 depending only on 
k, d, h, y over the field ∆ f m, . Consider the form
 L R L R mod hmod h'0 2
1
0 2= ( )− ( )  
Then, there exists > xg (-km) a primitive integral form L '  with norm km 
along the condition
 ′
′ ′≡ ( ) +L L mod h l L
R R0 1 2
' ,  (18)
Each such form L '  has one-to-one correspondence with primitive form 
L R LR= −2 2
1  with norms km with the condition
 L L mod h l L
R
≡ ( ) +′ ′0
1
,  (19)
Now consider S S RS= 2 1  where S S R RS1 110 0= ………ξ ξ '  and on combining (16) 
& (17), we deduce that
 
r R l x g kmh L f m, , , ,0 16∆( ) > −( )  
for primitive integral form Li
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